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Key LLMC-Digital Honcho Hired
The Board of LLMC is pleased to announce that it has recruited Hal Brown,
whose recent law library activities were centered in Los Angeles, to serve as
Assistant to LLMC’s Executive Director. This is a newly created position. Mr.
Brown will be providing general aid in the management of LLMC affairs.
However, at least initially his special concentration will be on everything
related to LLMC’s local role in creating its on-line service LLMC-Digital. He
will also serve as the prime point man monitoring coordination between
headquarters production activities, the outsourced operations of LLMC’s
digitizing sub-contractor in Illinois (MESI), and those services performed by
LLMC’s digital partner, the University of Michigan’s Scholarly Publishing
Office (UM-SPO). His concentration on LLMC-Digital matters should also
facilitate more timely responses to inquiries on content and requests for
assistance coming from users in the field.
The choice of Hal Brown as Assistant Director marked the conclusion of a
national search which began in March. Some nineteen candidates applied
for the job, of whom eleven proved interesting enough to warrant personal
interviews. The process was more lengthy than usual given the dispersal
around the country of LLMC decision makers; Board and Advisory Council
members. Despite the long process, we were able to maintain the interest
of most of the prime candidates, and the final choice came down to two
superbly qualified law librarians; both of whom had the full confidence of
the search committee. It also happened that both finalists spent important
segments of their careers serving in responsible posts as law firm librarians.
While not exclusive, this factor no doubt reflected an interest by some
LLMC Board members in having the needs of this important user group
represented in the development of LLMC-Digital.
Both finalists made site visits in early October to inspect LLMC’s
headquarters operations in Hawaii, and to interview with local LLMC
personnel. It was expected that the final steps in the recruitment process
would take roughly until Thanksgiving, with the chosen person perhaps
taking up their duties at the start of 2004. However, given some lucky
circumstances, a degree of acceleration proved possible, and a final choice
was made by the LLMC Directors via mail ballot in mid-October. Brown was
able to wind up his job responsibilities with his former employer and to move
to Hawaii by Oct. 29. He took up his new duties with LLMC on Nov. 3.
A native of Missouri, Brown was raised and attended elementary school on
both sides of the Missouri/Kansas border. He earned his BA at Washburn

University in Topeka, Kansas, and his MLS at Emporia State University in
Emporia, Kansas. His first law library job was as an Assistant Librarian at
Washburn University Law Library, where he worked from January 1982, to
September 1983. For the next four years he ran the library of a Kansas City
law firm: Watson, Ess, Marshall & Eng.
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The Cit at ion Searcher
As reported in the last Newsletter, the first development priority identified
by various interested law librarians who checked out the LLMC-Digital beta
site prior to launch was for an enhancement to the "clunky" title-access
interface. Work on a completely new title-access system by the
programmers at the University of Michigan’s Scholarly Publishing Office
(UM-SPO) has been underway since mid-Summer. That project is now
nearing completion.
[Ftnt #1 — One level of complexity was introduced into the equation by our law
profession’s use of "popular" rather than "strict- cataloging" titles when referring to oftenused sets of law books. We say "Statutes at Large." Who remembers what the exact
cataloging version of that title might be? Computer programmers, however, live and die
precisely. Some little negotiation was entailed in arriving at a list of titles usable for both
groups. This is just one example of a bevy of compromises and "learning opportunities"
already experienced, or to be expected, as we perfect this partnership between the
LLMC-Digital sub- scriber base and a mainline university’s general- library staff. While the
process has its difficulties, it has its upside also. One can hope that the resulting product
will be enriched by the perspectives of both groups of contributors.]

LLMC’s Director and its new Assistant Director will be in Ann Arbor for
general familiarization meetings during the second week in November. At
that time they will be viewing the new "Citation Searcher" system and
negotiating any last-minute policy and formatting changes. It is expected
that the final clearances can be made during those meetings and that the
new Citation Searcher system will be mounted on the site very quickly
thereafter.
St at ist ics Report ing Mechanisms
Several Charter Subscribers have already asked variants on the question:
Are there any plans to provide digital usage statistics for our local patrons’
use of the LLMC-Digital collections? Happily this was something that was
planned from the beginning and the mechanisms for for tracking user stats
are already well developed by our University of Michigan partners. However,
they caution that there is always a bit of a lag between the time when a
collection first goes up and when the statistics for that collection be-come
available. They expect that the statistics for LLMC-Digital will become
regularly available before December.

The statistics reporting mechanisms will be available at
http://stats.umdl.umich.edu, a site maintained by Digital Library Production
Services (DLPS), an operational arm of our main partner UM-SPO.
[Ftnt #2 — Our apologies for all the subdivisions and resultant acronyms. Like most large
university libraries, that at the U. of M. is a big and complex place. We will point out
jurisdictional differences when that seems necessary to avoid confusion; as here, where
the separate division DLPS is named as the author of the statistics site. For simplicity,
however, this newsletter will generally subsume organiz ational distinctions in the University
Library in a reference to "the University of Michigan." Finally, since we do mention them
here, it may be useful to mention that the same DLPS personnel who are managing the
computer systems which provide our statistics services also manage the OCR and
confidence- ratings computer systems for all of the digitiz ed images on LLMC-Digital
before they are mounted on line.]

This site was developed to track usage statistics for all of the digital
collections maintained by Michigan. Use statistics for LLMC-Digital will be
provided for each of the roughly 76 "digital collections"
[Ftnt #3 — Understanding this concept of "digital collections" is important for understanding

the organiz ation and workings of the LLMC-Digital site. Due to the immense siz e to which
we are aspiring with this service (100- million page images in just the first ten years), the
sheer quantity of images will be so great that manipulating them all at the same time would
cause a very significant degradation in ser- vice; particularly in speed. Thus the goal of
optimal performance requires that the full quantum of images be divided up into
manageable chunks, called "digital collections." This will be done using roughly the same
"form classification" which guided the bibliographic division of LLMC’s fiche materials into
a printed catalog of 15 sections. The only change will be that the titles in the two LLMC
print catalog sections covering the greatest volume of materials (Sections One & Two,
U.S. Federal & U.S. State) will be further subdivided. Thus, on the site at present there are
titles for three federal digital collections: Legislative, Executive, and Judicial. Similarly, as
materials from Section 2 of LLMC’s printed catalog, U.S. States, are mounted, these will be
organiz ed into 50 digital collections; one per state. Each of the remaining 13 to 15 sections
of the print catalog contain the right amount of material to comprise one digital collection.
Finally, titles from LLMC’s Common Law Abroad project will be be organiz ed into ten digital
collections, corresponding to the ten sections into which the Common Law Abroad
bibliography is organiz ed. Eventually this will result in a total of at least 76 digital
collections comprising LLMC-Digital. Each of these will be separately searchable, as will
any combination thereof.]

into which the LLMC-Digital library will eventually be organized.
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Upon accessing the site, users of the stats service will find a pull-own menu
listing all of the digital collections managed by DLPS. They should note that
all LLMC-Digital collections for which materials have been mounted to date
will be grouped together in this menu under the lead prefix "LLMC." After
selecting the desired collection and specifying the time period of interest,
users will be able to view reports on the number of hits, number of sessions,

number of searches page-images retrieved, etc.. The number of searches
will be further broken down by type: simple, Boolean, proximity, and
bibliographic. Statistics will be available for the user’s home institution, for
all LLMC-Digital subscribers combined, and as averages.
At least initially, the goal is to provide user statistics for each of the 76 or
so digital collections into which LLMC materials will be divided. Our Michigan
partners gave us the choice of having, either this level of specificity, or of
having combined statistics for all of LLMC-Digital collections. It was our
guess that the more detailed statistics would be a better option at present.
[Ftnt #4 — After all, it may someday be useful to somebody someday to know how many
law firm members access LLMC’s Canon Law Collection. More seriously, we thought that
law librarians might find it useful to to have available the statistics broken down by
category as they make hardcopy acquisition or retention decisions, or decisions about
back- up needs in either hardcopy or fiche format.]

We could change the format in the future to one of providing combined
statistics if subscriber feedback seemed to warrant that.
URL Server Problem
Richard Amelung, our cataloging man at St. Louis Law Library, reports that a
number of subscribers had difficulties, at first, in using the URL’s provided
with the cataloging to connect to the LLMC-Digital website. Then, after the
general problem had been solved, they continued to have difficulty
connecting to some specific records on the site.
The first problem, using the URLs provided by St. Louis to connect to the
site, stemmed from the fact that there are two different server systems
operating at Michigan affecting LLMC-Digital. One array serves up the main
content of the site, while yet another handles the URLs. While the first was
fully operational, the other,
[Ftnt #5 — The URL server is managed by yet another department of the U.M. library
system. See note 3 above for related comment. Because of this division of responsibility,
for the time being, the URL’s relating to the records for any titles making their first
appearance on LLMC-Digital will lag by a few days behind their initial on- line presence.]

was having technical difficulties.
Those difficulties have now been resolved and access to the site is now
functional for most of the URLs provided by the St. Louis cataloging.
The second problem, which users are still experiencing, involves a failure to
connect to a certain few specific titles. The cause of that problem has now
been identified with near certainty. Apparently the Michigan URL server is
taking exception to certain LLMC control numbers which end with a "trailing"
alphabetic character. Longtime LLMC-fiche users will be familiar with the

fact that, on our fiche, we use a unique "control number" for every separate
bibliographic entity (e.g. the unique fiche control number for The Federal
Cases is 78-054). In some cases, where it seemed desirable to have a
closely related title (e.g. an index set) filed close to the title to which it
referred, we would add a letter to the LLMC control number (e.g. 78-054B).
This worked fine with the fiche.
We recognize that the LLMC control numbers have long since been
incorporated into the cataloging for most of our titles. Some libraries even
file the fiche by these control numbers. Therefore, from the beginning our
goal was to keep the control numbers for the fiche and for the
corresponding on-line titles identical, if at all possible. So our first effort will
be to see if Michigan’s computer
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systems can be made to adjust to our past fiche practice. Only if that fails
will we introduce any alternative involving different numbering for these
problem titles.
Tit les on LLMC-Digital as of Nov. 1
The amount of material available on LLMC-Digital is still quite modest. That
is only to be expected given that we have just completed the first six
months of working out the complicated system in which three agencies (our
digitizing sub-contractor in Illinois, our HQ crew in Hawaii, and our partners
at the University of Michigan) are involved in creating the content for the
site. But the pace is starting to accelerate as more and more of the people
involved perfect their roles and learn how to smoothly integrate their
separate activities.
The pattern which subscribers can expect to see followed for the indefinite
future is that the computer staff at UM-SPO will mount new content
processed though our digitization system in a given month at the beginning
of the following month.
[Ftnt # 6 It should be explicitly noted that LLMC will not refrain from mounting a given title
just because some of the volumes are not yet completely vetted. We believe that few
libraries would hold a hardcopy set back from their patrons just because one or more
volumes were missing. Most would put out for immediate use what was available and fill in
the gaps later. Following that analogy, each month we will mount partially completed sets
which are working their way through the system; relying on whatever notification system is
then in effect (see above) to inform users what is available at that time. Of course, in
general we will try to process titles through as whole units; so that the timeline between first
introduction and final completion will be relatively short in most cases.]

Thus, all volumes which were completed in October were mounted on the
site in the first week of November. A holdings list of all titles currently on

LLMC-Digital is provided as an appendix on page six of this Newsletter.
Developing Bet t er Cont ent Not if icat ion
The use of this Newsletter will serve for the moment as the vehicle for
notification of the actual content of LLMC-Digital. However, it soon will
prove inadequate to handle the volume of bibliographic material anticipated.
It also fails the crucial test of being immediately available, digitally, to
patrons using the web site. We are aware of this inadequacy and have been
thinking about alternatives.
There are several. For example, some members have asked if we couldn’t
develop an on-line notification service such as that maintained by
Washburn University Law Library for Hein-on-Line.
[Ftnt # 7 — See http://washburnlaw.edu/heinonline/]

We’ve studied that excellent service. Our notification service should at least
provide, as they do, on-line holdings, OCLC numbers, and URLs. However,
we think that an expanded version of the Washburn/Hein-on-Line model
might better meet both our internal needs and those of our users. Our
printed catalog has for long won appreciation in certain quarters because of
the amount of useful, beyond-cataloging, bibliographic data it contains for
many of the titles we offer. If it were done gradually, as the titles are
mounted, it would be quite feasible to migrate this useful data to our online content notification vehicle. That instrument might even eventually
replace our expensive, and quickly dated, print catalogs.
This is the direction in which we are tending and concerning which we are in
active negotiations with our Michigan partner. Once the basic framework
decisions have been made, we feel that it makes the greatest sense to
begin to implement the project soon, while the quantum of titles is low and
initial implementation would be relatively easy. You can expect, therefore, to
read more on this subject in the very next Newsletter.
Penult imat e Chart er Member List
As of this date we have finalized the list of those U.S. subscribers who have
signed on as Charter Members of LLMC-Digital. That list is provided below
on page 5. Since the non-U.S. deadline for Charter Membership is Dec. 31,
we may see a few more foreign entrants by then. Basically, however, this
listing portrays the community of you and your library colleagues who will be
building, and running, LLMC-Digital. So once again, a sincere welcome!
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The LLMC-Digital Chart er Member Communit y
Alameda CntyLL(CA), Albany LSL, U.Albert a LSL (Can.), Allegheny CntyLL(PA),
American U.- Wash. CLL (D.C.), Appalachian LSL, U.Arizona LSL,
U.Arkansas- Little Rock- Pulaski Cnty. LL, Arnold & Port er (DC), Ave Maria LSL,
U.Balt imore LSL, Barry ULSL, Baylor ULSL, Bost on Col.LSL, Bost on ULSL,
Brigham Young ULSL, U.Brit ish Columbia LSL(Can.), Brooklyn LSL, Broome
CntyLL (NY), U.Calgary LSL (Can.), Calif . Ct . Apps., 2nd Dis t. (Lo s Ang e le s ), Calif ornia
West ern LSL, UC- Berkeley LSL, UCLA LSL, USC LSL, Nat. Lib. of Canada (O ttawa),
Capit al ULSL, Caplin & Drysdale (DC), Cat holic ULSL, U.Chicago LSL,
Chicago-Kent LSL, Cincin-nat i LLAssn. (O H), Cleveland St . ULL, Columbia
ULSL, U.Connect icut LSL, Connect icut StLL (Hartfo rd ), Cont ra Cost a CntyLL (CA),
Cornell ULSL, Covingt on & Burling (DC), Creight on ULSL, Dalhousie ULSL,
DePaul ULSL, U.Det roit - Mercy LSL, Drake ULSL, Duke ULSL, Duquesne ULSL,
Emory ULSL, Faegre & Benson (MN), U.Florida LSL, Florida A & M ULSL, Florida
Coast al LSL, Florida Int ’l LSL, Florida St . LSL, Fordham ULSL, Franklin
Pierce LSL, George Mason ULSL, Georget own ULSL, George Washingt on
ULSL, U.Georgia LSL, Gibson, Dunn & Crut cher (L..A.), Harvard ULSL, Hamline
ULSL, U.Hawaii LSL, Wm. S. Hein Co. (Buffalo ), Hogan & Hart son (DC), Holme,
Robert s & Owen (De nve r), U.Houst on LSL, IALS, Inst. of Adv. Leg. Studies LL (ULo nd o n- UK), U.Idaho LSL, U.Illinois LSL, Indiana ULSL (Blo o ming to n), .Indiana ULSL
(Ind ianap o lis ), U.Iowa LSL, Jackson CntyLL (MO ), Jenkins MLL, (Phil.), John Marshall
LSL (Atlanta), John Marshall LSL (Chic ag o ), Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue (DC),
U.Kent ucky LSL, Kramer, Levin, Naf t alis & Franklin (NYC), U.LaVerne LSL,
Los Angeles CntyLL (CA), Louisiana StLL, Louisiana St . ULSL, U.Louisville LSL,
Loyola/Chi. LSL, Loyola/L.A. LSL, McGuire & Woods (Ric hmo nd ), Marquet t e
ULSL, U.Maryland LSL, Mercer ULSL, Meyer-Boswell Bks.Inc. (San Franc is c o ),
U.Miami LSL, Michigan StLL, U.Michigan LSL, Michigan St ./Detroit Col.L.LL,
U.Minnesot a LSL, Mississippi Col.LSL, U.Missouri-Columbia U.MissouriKansas Cit y LSL, Mont ana StLL, U.Nebraska LSL, U.Nevada-Las Vegas LSL,
U.New Brunswick LSL (Can.), New England SLL, New York App. Div. LL
(Ro c he s te r), New York Law Sch. LL, New York Univ. LSL, Cit y Univ. of New
York LSL, SUNY-Buf f alo LSL, U.Nort h Dakot a LSL, Nort hern Kent ucky,
Chase Col. LSL, Nort h-est ern ULSL, Nort hwest ern LSL (O R), Nort hwest ern
ULSL (Chi.), Not re Dame ULSL, Nova Sout heast ern ULSL, Ohio St at e ULSL,
Ohio Sup.Ct.Lib., Oklahoma Cit y ULSL, Orange CntyLL (CA), U.Oregon LSL, Pace
ULSL, U.Pennsylvania LSL, PennsylvaniaSt .- Dickinson LSL, Pepperdine ULSL,
Phoenix Superior Ct.Lib., U.Pit t sburg LSL, Princet on UL, Queen’s ULSL (Can.),
Quinnipiac ULSL, Ramsey CntyLL (MN), Regent ULSL, U.Richmond LSL,
Riverside CntyLL (CA), Rut gers-Camden ULSL, Rut gers-Newark ULSL, San
Bernadino CntyLL (CA), San Diego CntyLL (CA), U.San Diego LSL, San Francisco
LL (SF C&C), U. San Francisco LSL, Sant a Clara CntyLL (CA), U.Sant a Clara LSL,
St . Mary’s ULSL, St . John’s ULSL, St . Louis CntyLL (MO ), St . Louis ULSL, St .
Thomas ULSL (FL), St . Thomas ULSL (MN), Schwab, Williamson & Wyat t
(Po rt.O R), Set on Hall ULSL, C. Shields III, Esq. (Me c hanic s b urg -PA), Si dley, Aust in,

Brown & Wood (Chi.), U.Sout h Carolina LSL, Sout hwest ern ULSL, St anf ord
ULSL, St et son ULSL, Suf f olk ULSL, Syracuse ULSL, U.Tennessee LSL,
U.Texas LSL (Aus tin), Texas Tech ULSL, Texas Wesleyan LSL, U.Toront o LSL
(Can.), Thomas Jef f erson LSL, Touro LSL, Tulane ULSL, US Library of
Congress, USArmy JAG Sch. LL, US Supreme Court LL, US 1st Cir. Ct.Apps.LL
and all affiliate d US Dis tric t Ct. lib rarie s , US 2nd Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 3rd Cir. (s ame
c o ve rag e ), US 4t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 5t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 6t h Cir. (s ame
c o ve rag e ), US 7t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 8t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 9t h Cir. (s ame
c o ve rag e ), US 10t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US 11t h Cir. (s ame c o ve rag e ), US DC Cir.
Ct.Apps.LL, USCt.Apps. Fed. Cir. LL, USCt.Apps. Armed Forces LL, Admin.Of f ice
US Ct s. LL, Upper Canada Law Soc. LL (Can.), Valparaiso ULSL, Vanderbilt
ULSL, U.Vict oria LSL (Can.), U.Virginia LSL, Washburn ULSL, Washingt on ULSL
(St. Lo uis ), U.Washingt on LSL (Se attle ), Washingt on & Lee ULSL, Wayne St at e
ULSL, West ern New England SLL, Whit t ier Col.LSL, Widener ULSL, Wiggin &
Dana (Ne w Have nCT), Willamet t e ULSL, Col.- William & Mary LSL, William Mit chell
Col.LSL, Willkie, Farr & Gallagher (NY), U.Windsor LSL (Can.), Wisconsin StLL,
U.Wisconsin LSL, U.Wyoming LSL, Yale ULSL, YeshivaU.- Cardoz o SLL, York
ULSL (Can.))
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LLMC-Digital — Titles on-line as of November, 2003
U.S. Federal Leg islative Co llectio n
Index to the Federal Statutes [84-100B,1/2/24] 1 vo l., all publ.
U.S. Federal Executive Co llectio n
Commerce Department
Maritime Subsidy Bo ard Decisio ns [81-228, 1/10/5] Vo l. 1–5, all publ.
Interior Department
Interio r Department Decisio ns [78-020, 1/11/34] Vo l. 16–31, 47–63
In pro cess: Vo l. 1–5, 32–46, 64–
Bo ard o f Co ntact Appeals Decisio ns [82-202, 1/12/42] Vo l. 1–21, all publ.
Bo ard o f Land Appeals Decisio ns [82-204, 1/12/50] Vo l. 1–89
In pro cess: Vo l. 90–98
Bo ard o f Mine Operatio ns Appeals Decisio ns [82-205, 1/12/54] Vo l. 1–8, all publ.
Alaska Native Claims Appeals Bo ard Decisio ns [82-201, 1/13/1] Vo l. 1–7, all publ.
Surface Mining and Reclamatio n Appeals Bo ard Decisio ns [82/210, 1/13/21] Vo l. 1–5, all publ.
Bitumino us Co al Divisio n Decisio ns & Orders [84-112, 1/13/26] 1 vo l., all publ.
Justice Department
Office o f Leg al Co unsel Opinio ns [82-206, 1/14/11] Vo l. 1–18, live
Administrative Decisio ns under the Immig ratio n, etc., Laws [80-900, 1/14/16] Vo l. 1–19, live
Administrative Decisio ns under the Emplo yer Sanctio ns, etc., Laws [99-009, 1/14/22] Vo l. 1–7, live

Japanese-American Claims Act Decisio ns [84-114, 1/14/50] 1 vo l., all publ.
Labor Department
Emplo yees’ Co mpensatio n Appeals Bo ard Decisio ns [81-219, 1/15/51] Vo l. 1–41
In pro cess: Vo l. 42–48 + index
Administrative Law Judg es Decisio ns [95-002, 1/15/51] Vo l. 1–7, all publ.
Transportation Department
Natio nal Transpo rtatio n Safety Bo ard Decisio ns [81-235, 1/28/51] Vo l. 1–2, live
Treasury Department
Treasury Decisio ns, 1857–1865 [84-365A, 1/19/11] 1 vo l., all publ.
Treasury Decisio ns o n Appeals, 1865–1867 [84-365B, 1/19/13] 1 vo l., all publ.
Decisio ns o f the 1st Co mptro ller o f the Treasury [80-505, 1/20/26] Vo l. 1–7, all publ.
Decisio ns o f the 2nd Co mptro ller o f the Treasury [90-418, 1/20/31] Vo l. 1–4, all publ.
Independent Boards & Agencies (In alphabetical order)
Civil Aero nautics Bo ard Repo rts [78-204, 1/22/48] Vo l. 1–10, 19–24, 26–64, 72–75
In pro cess: Vo l. 11–18, 25, 65–71
Civil Rig hts Co mmissio n Repo rts [81-205, 1/23/25] Vo l. 1–6
Civil Service Co mmissio n (Hatch Act) Decisio ns [84-110, 1/23/18] 1 vo l., all publ.
Enviro nmental Pro tectio n Ag ency Administrative Decisio ns [97-300, 1/24/3] Vo l. 1–7, live
Federal Co mmunicatio ns Co mmissio n Decisio ns (1st Ser.) [78-216, 1/24/25] Vo l. 39–45
In pro cess: 1st Ser. Vo l. 1–38 & 2nd Ser. Vo l. 1–104
Federal Labo r Relatio ns Co uncil Decisio ns [80-507, 1/25/37] Vo l. 1–6, all publ.
Federal Maritime Co mmissio n Decisio ns [78-024, 1/26/4] Vo l. 1–27, all publ.
Federal Mine Safety & Health Review Co mmissio n Decisio ns [82-601, 1/26/23] Vo l. 1–16, all publ.
Federal Po wer Co mmissio n Decisio ns [78-060, 1/26/30] Vo l. 1–26, 32–52, all publ.
In pro cess: Vo l. 25–31, 53–58 & index
Fo reig n Claims Settlement Co mmissio n Decisio ns [94-356B, 1/27/12] 4 bks., all publ.
Natio nal Labo r Bo ard Decisio ns [81-234, 1/27/55] Vo l. 1–2, all publ.
Occupatio nal Safety & Health Review Co mm. Decisio ns [79-414, 1/29/43] Vo l. 1–10, all publ.
Subversive Activities Co ntro l Bo ard Repo rts [81-242, 1/31/16] 5 bks., all publ.
So licito r o f the Po st Office Opinio ns [81-237, 1/31/24] Vo l. 1–9, all publ.
U.S. Federal Judicial Co llectio n
The Federal Cases [78-0543, 1/33/7] Vo l. 1–15, all publ.
In pro cess: Vo l. 16–30 & dig ests
Co urt o f Appeals fo r the Federal Circuit (Internatio nal Trade Decisio ns) [88-010, 1/33/45] Vo l. 1–13,
live
Bo ard o f Tax Appeals Repo rts [79-420, 1/34/14] Vo l. 1–33, 40–47, all publ.
In pro cess: Vo l. 34–39
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